New approaches to DNA sequencing are required to reduce costs and increase the availability of personalized genomics.([@ref1]) In addition, long contiguous reads would help to unravel the long-range structure of the genome.^[@ref2],[@ref3]^ In contrast to Sanger sequencing and next-generation methods, nanopore sequencing([@ref4]) is an enzyme-free technique in which DNA molecules are forced through a tiny aperture using electrophoresis, so that a sequence-reading mechanism could maintain its fidelity over the entire length of a molecule. Ion current that passes through the pore is sensitive to the sequence in the nanopore^[@ref5]−[@ref7]^ but all of the bases in the nanopore channel contribute to the current blockade([@ref8]) as well as those in the region of high field beyond the pore.^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ As a consequence, single base resolution has not yet been attained with an ion current readout. Lee and Thundat proposed that electron tunneling across a DNA molecule might be localized enough to sense and identify single nucleotides,([@ref11]) a conjecture supported by the calculations of Zwolak and Di Ventra.([@ref12]) Further calculations show that thermal motion of molecules in the gap broadens the distribution of tunnel currents,^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ reducing selectivity substantially. The range of orientations of molecules in a tunnel gap can be greatly reduced by using chemical bonds to tether it to the readout electrodes;([@ref15]) however, the use of strong bonds is clearly not an option for DNA sequencing where the contact to the electrodes must slide from one nucleotide to the next rapidly. Ohshiro and Umezawa demonstrated that hydrogen bonds can be used to provide chemical contrast in scanning tunneling microscope images([@ref16]) suggesting that these weaker bonds can serve as "sliding contacts" to single molecules. We have used chemical reagents that hydrogen bond to DNA([@ref17]) and the nucleosides([@ref18]) to measure conductances for single nucleosides bound to an electrode, finding values that are in reasonable agreement with density functional calculations.^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ Here, we report measurements of the current signals generated as free nucleosides diffuse into a tunnel junction in which both electrodes are functionalized with a reagent that presents a hydrogen bond donor and acceptor to the nucleosides (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). This functionalization serves to both limit the range of molecular orientations in the tunnel gap and reduce the contact resistance, increasing the selectivity of the tunneling signal, so that a direct readout may be possible with a few repeated reads.

![Tunneling measurements with functionalized electrodes. (A) A gold probe and a gold substrate are functionalized with a monolayer of 4-mercaptobenzoic acid, and the size of the gap between two electrodes maintained under servo control at a value such that the two monolayers do not interact with one another, resulting in a tunnel current signal that is free of spikes (B). When a solution of nucleosides is introduced, current spikes appear, as shown here for([@ref24]) 0.7 μM deoxyadenine in trichlorbenzene with a baseline tunneling current of 6 pA at a bias of 0.5 V (C). Hydrogen-bonding schemes for all four nucleosides are shown in panels D−F. "S" represents the modified deoxyribose sugar ([Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}) and the hydrogen bonds are circled.](nl-2010-001185_0005){#fig1}

In order to reduce complications associated with electrochemical leakage, we operated in an organic solvent (1,2,4-trichlorobenzene, TCB) and the OH groups of the deoxyribose ring of all four nucleosides were protected with *tert*-butyldimethylsilyl (TBDMS) to improve their solubility. Gold electrodes were functionalized with 4-mercaptobenzoic acid, forming monolayers with the benzoic acid moiety exposed to solvent.^[@ref21],[@ref22]^ In nonpolar solvent, the benzoic acid is neutral, the O−H group acting as a hydrogen bond donor and the carbonyl oxygen acting as a hydrogen bond acceptor.([@ref23]) Hydrogen bond configurations for trapping all four nucleosides are shown in panels D−G in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. These are the optimized configurations, assuming that our estimate of the tunnel gap is correct. Synthesis, preparation, and characterization of all reagents, probes, and surfaces are described in the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}.

We carried out tunneling measurements on a PicoSPM scanning probe microscope (Agilent, Chandler) interfaced to a digital oscilloscope. When both the probe and a gold (111) substrate were functionalized with 4-mercaptobenzoic acid, the tunneling background signal in TCB was relatively noise free for set-points currents, *I*~bl~ of up to 10 pA at 0.5 V bias, a conductance of 20 pS (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and Figure S2 in [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). A nucleoside solution was placed in the liquid cell, and after the polarization current had fallen to a small value ([Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}) we re-engaged the probe at a tunnel current level that had previously given a low-noise background signal. Current spikes were immediately obvious in the tunneling signal (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C and Figure S3 in [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). Because neither the surface concentrations of nucleosides nor the efficiency of molecular capture in the gap is known a priori, we adjusted the concentrations of the nucleoside solutions to give approximately equal "spike rates" in the tunnel gap (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). Many of the "spikes" showed the two-level "telegraph noise" characteristic([@ref19]) of binding and unbinding of a single molecule in the gap (insets, Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C, Figure S3 in [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). The STM servo gains were set so that only spikes of the longest duration were affected by the action of the current-control servo (Figure S4 in [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}).

###### Measured and Calculated Conductances in a Functionalized Tunnel Junction at *I*~bl~ = 6 pA, *V* = 0.5 V[a](#tbl1-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                      dT           dG           dC           dA
  ------------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ -----------
  measured G (pS)     13.6 ± 0.3   18.6 ± 0.9   25.3 ± 2.5   33 ± 1.9
  calculated G (pS)   0.04         0.12         0.51         1.05
  read rate (s^−1^)   7.1 ± 1.4    5.5 ± 1.1    5.5 ± 1.1    6.6 ± 1.3

Measured values are the average of three independent runs (errors are ±1 sd). Calculated conductances are for the structures shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D−G. Read rate is based on counts acquired in a 180 s period for nucleoside concentrations between 0.8 and 4.3 μM ([Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). The disparity in the range of values between theory and experiment may reflect neglect of a background contribution via solvent-mediated tunneling into a molecule bound at one electrode.([@ref27]) Absolute values will be affected by inaccuracies in the estimate of the gap size.

We generated distributions of the peak currents using a custom program to analyze the height of the spikes. The program captures signals two standard deviations above the noise on the baseline, and also rejects data of only one or two points in time (i.e., up to 40 μs duration). The effect of the choice of filtering parameters on the measured distribution is discussed in the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"} (Figures S5 and S14−15). Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows how these measured distributions are affected by functionalization of the electrodes. Distributions recorded with bare electrodes are shown in panels A and C of Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In order to record signals with bare electrodes, we had to reduce the tunneling gap a little by operating at a conductance of 20 pS. Even at this smaller gap, reads with bare electrodes on the pyrimidine nucleosides were much less frequent than reads on purine nucleosides (Figure S6 and Table S2 in [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). The measured current distributions were fitted quite well by a Gaussian distribution of the logarithm of the currents (solid lines) as described in the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"} and Figures S6−S8. The fitted peak currents differ for these two nucleosides (15.9 ± 0.4 pA for dA and 18.7 ± 0.2 pA for dG) but the difference (2.8 pA) is less than the width of the distribution on the high current side (∼15 pA). When measurements are repeated with a functionalized substrate and a bare gold probe at an increased gap (corresponding to 12 pS) the distribution of measured currents narrows by an order of magnitude (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B, dA; Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D, dG) but the peak currents are not significantly different. The distribution of spike lifetimes is quite similar both for bare electrodes and for one functionalized electrode (Figure S16, [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). Thus, it appears likely that the spikes observed with bare electrodes correspond to transiently bound states of the nucleosides also. If this is the case, then the narrowing observed with a functionalized electrode must be a consequence of a reduction in the number of types of bound states in the tunnel gap. When both probe and substrate are functionalized (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E, dA; Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}G, dG), the peak current for dA is clearly higher than the peak current for dG. Thus distinctive signals can be generated when both electrodes are functionalized, but do they originate with single nucleosides? The "telegraph noise" signals are characteristic of single-molecule reads, and the small size of the peaks assigned to two-molecule reads ("2" in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, panels B, D, E, and G) suggests that reads of more than one molecule at a time are infrequent. However, electrochemical leakage currents can introduce current errors that depend on the nucleoside ([Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}) so the measured current may not be generated from single molecule currents alone. A better test of the fidelity of tunneling reads can be carried out using mixtures of two nucleosides so that any errors owing to an electrochemical background are present in both sets of signals. Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F shows the current distribution obtained with a mix of dA and dG. The higher current peak is at essentially the same current as recorded for dA alone, and thus should count the dA molecules in this mixture. This assignment is confirmed by halving the concentration of dA in solution (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}H).([@ref24]) Most of the data in this panel were well fitted assuming single molecule reads with only 5% of the reads consistent with both dA and dG in the gap at the same time ("dA+dG", Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F).

![Effect of electrode functionalization on the distribution of current spikes for purines. Bare electrodes (A, dA; C, dG) give broad distributions (gap conductance 20 pS, 0.7 μM dA, 2.9 μM dG in TCB). Fits are Gaussian in the log of the current (Figures S6−8, [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). Distributions narrow 10-fold when one electrode is functionalized with 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (B, dA; D, dG) (gap conductance 12 pS, *I*~bl~ = 6 pA, *V* = 0.5 V). Fits are to two Gaussians in the log of the current with a peak at *i*~0~ ("1") and a second at 2 *i*~0~ ("2") (eq S3). *i*~0~ = 5.9 pA for dA and 5.6 pA for dG. When both electrodes are functionalized (E, dA; G, dG) the peak currents are clearly different (*i*~0~ = 9.4 pA for dG, *i*~0~ = 16.5 pA for dA). (F) Distribution for a mixture of dA and dG. The assignment of the higher peak to dA is confirmed by the distribution measured with a reduced concentration of dA (H). The high current tail in (F) and (H) is consistent with a small number of two molecule (dA+dG) reads. Distributions of the spike widths are given in Figure S16 ([Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}).](nl-2010-001185_0001){#fig2}

The same types of features are observed for dC and dT (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Figure S16) but the data for a bare gap and bare substrate had to be collected at a yet larger tunnel current (20pA, corresponding to 40 pS) in order to acquire a significant number of reads for the (smaller-sized) pyrimidine nucleosides (Figure S7 in [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). dC and dT are also clearly separated in a mixed sample when read with probes that are functionalized (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C and Figure S9). We did not carry out experiments with A:T and G:C mixtures because control of surface concentrations is complicated by competition from Watson−Crick base pairing, a complication that should be minimized in a nanopore reader.

![Effect of electrode functionalization for pyrimidine reads. For bare reads (broad distributions in A and B) *G*~bl~ was increased to 40 pS to increase the count rate. The narrow distributions in A and B are taken with both electrodes functionalized and yield *i*~0~ = 6.7 pA for dT and 13.3 pA for dC (*G*~bl~ = 12 pS, *I*~bl~ = 6 pA, *V* = 0.5 V). In a mixed solution, (C) the dT peak occurs at 8 pA and the dC peak occurs at 13.4 pA, an assignment verified by measuring a mixture with half the concentration of dT (Figure S9 in [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}).](nl-2010-001185_0002){#fig3}

At a given bias, the absolute value of peak current is directly proportional to the baseline conductance of the gap (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A); i.e., it increases exponentially as the gap is decreased, similar to what has been reported for other hydrogen-bonded systems in large tunnel gaps.([@ref19]) We found evidence of an interesting dependence of the peak currents on bias at a fixed gap size (i.e., gap conductance) (Figure S10 in [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}) indicating the possibility of a nonlinear current−voltage dependence for molecules bound to both electrodes. The read frequency also increased as the gap was narrowed (Figure S11 in [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). On the other hand, the fraction of multimolecule reads increased rapidly in smaller gaps (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and Figure S12) so 12 pS appears to be an optimal value for the baseline conductance at a bias of 0.5 V.

![Summary of the reads. (A) The measured molecular conductance increases linearly with *G*~bl~ (black circles dT, black squares dA, error bars are ±HWHH). The number of two molecule reads (open circles, dT, open squares, dA) increases at *G*~bl~ = 20 pS, and the read rate is substantially reduced at *G*~bl~ = 4 pS ([Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). (B) Peak currents measured in three independent runs for the four nucleosides (cross hatched bars). Error bars represent the HWHH of the current distributions. Reads for a functionalized surface and a bare Pt (light shaded bars) and bare Au (dark shaded bars) probe are relatively insensitive to the identity of the nucleoside, as shown quantitatively in (C) where the junction resistance is plotted vs the molecular resistance determined with two functionalized probes.](nl-2010-001185_0003){#fig4}

Values for the peak currents measured at *I*~bl~ = 6 pA, *V* = 0.5 V are summarized by the cross-hatched bars in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B. These are the results of three different runs (one carried out, from sample preparation to data analysis, by a different team) on each of the four nucleosides. The peaks for each nucleoside are separated by an amount comparable to the width of the distribution, allowing the fraction that are single-molecule reads with two "good" contacts to identify the base with *p* ≥ 0.6 (Figure S13 in [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}).

We also recorded data with a functionalized substrate and a bare Au (dark shaded bars) or bare Pt (light shaded bars) probe. The peak currents change little from nucleoside to nucleoside, an expected consequence of the resistance, *R*~c~, associated with bare contacts([@ref15]) although the lack of selectivity is not accounted for by contact resistance alone. If we assume that reads with two functionalized probes determine a resistance for a single molecule, *R*~m~, then the resistance of a junction with one bare electrode should be given by *R*~j~ = *R*~c~ + *R*~m~. Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C shows that the signal with one bare gold electrode is insensitive to the molecular resistance, while a bare Pt electrode is about half as sensitive as the simple "resistors in series" model predicts, probably reflecting the way in which binding to the electrodes affects the position of molecular states.([@ref25])

At 12 pS conductance, we estimate the gap to be about 2.5 nm, using *G* = *G*~0~ exp(−β*x*) where *G*~0~ is the quantum of conductance (77 μS) and β = 6.4 nm^−1^.([@ref26]) Panels D−G of Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} show what we believe to be the most likely hydrogen bonded (energy-minimized) structures for the four nucleosides in a gap with both electrodes functionalized. We carried out density functional calculations of the conductance of these four molecular junctions ([Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}), and the predicted conductances are listed below the measured values in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The predicted order of conductance agrees with experiment, though the absolute values are significantly lower, possibly because of an overestimate of the size of the tunnel gap.([@ref27])

The present work shows that the two major impediments to sequence readouts by tunneling---a wide range of molecular orientations and a large contact resistance---can be overcome using functionalized electrodes.([@ref28]) Overlap between peaks limits the probability of a correct read to ≥0.6. The successful read rate is further lowered by the presence of a significant fraction of "single contact" reads (i.e., peaks that appear at the same place as found with just one functionalized electrodes). These can amount to about half the total reads, depending on the probe and the point on the substrate that is sampled (Figures S14−15 in [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). The solution concentrations required to get approximately equal read rates differed by a maximum factor of 6 ([Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}) so the reading efficiencies for each base are unlikely to differ by a large amount. These efficiencies will be better measured once a recognition molecule is developed for reads in aqueous electrolytes using oligonucleotide targets. The recent introduction of a naturally conductive nanopore([@ref29]) might facilitate the integration of a tunneling readout into a nanpore device.
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